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A forest is a living treasure!
The trees in forests give us many products that

improve our lives.We use forest products for food,
building material, furniture, and paper.

A living forest gives us many other riches.
Forests help clean and improve the quality of our air.
They clean and store water.They help keep soil resources
healthy. Forests also provide habitat for wild animals.

Forests also give us a place to enjoy nature.
They are a place where we can hike, ride, and camp.
They offer us a quiet haven in our busy lives.

As we learn more about caring for forests, we
keep finding new treasures.When we restore neglected 
or overgrown forests, we remove dead or unhealthy trees
and other plants.We call this wood, branches, needles,
leaves, and other material woody biomass.

Woody biomass can be used for building material,
plastics, and paper. It can provide heat and produce
electrical energy.Woody biomass can even give us liquid
fuel to power engines.We keep finding new products
and services from this valuable resource.

Enjoy reading this adventure about forests and
woody biomass.You will learn how the treasure of
woody biomass makes your life richer!
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Welcome! I’m Mr. Adams,
a forester with the state
forest agency. You must

be the winners of the
Future Forests contest!

Hi! I’m Ann. Our
projects for the

contest all dealt with
forest resources.

I’m Sam. As
part of our
prize, we won

this trip.

I’m Max.
What will
we do?

We’ll travel to different forests
around the country. We’ll learn
about the future of forests and
see new ways they are helping us. 

What kind of treasure?

I can’t tell you yet. But I’ll
need your help finding it!

Part of our trip will be a hunt
for a hidden treasure!

We’re helping the owners of this private
land renew the health of this forest. By
removing unhealthy and unwanted trees,
we help the forest grow stronger. All
the material harvested will be made into
useful products. Can you name some?

Pulp, the
thick liquid
which makes

paper.

Wood
for

furniture.

Lumber
for

building
materials.
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all of you are right. Large trees
provide all those products and

more. But we are also using all the
woody biomass we remove.

Biomass means material that comes
from living things, or organic matter.

Biomass comes from renewable
sources like crops and forests.
Woody biomass describes wood,

branches, needles, and leaves from
trees and other woody plants. My

science project explored new ways
people are using woody biomass for
paper, building materials, and energy.

Larger trees do have great economic
value. But we are also learning to

get real value from woody biomass.

Cutting
down all

these trees
looks
pretty
severe.

Sometimes renewing a
forest involves

removing the results of
years of neglect. But

every step of the
process is carefully

planned and controlled.

We are removing weaker trees, and
trees with little value to people and

wildlife. This allows the remaining
healthy trees to grow stronger

for the future. Now let’s visit
another part of the forest.

We carried out
the same renewal
process you just

saw on this part of
the forest about
five years ago.

Wow! All the
trees here look

so healthy!

A lot of wildlife
lives here!
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If a treasureYou seek to find,Look within theCircle of pines.

If a treasureYou seek to find,Look within theCircle of pines.

Careful forest management,
including selective thinning,
helps keep forests healthy.
Much of this mimics nature's
own selection processes. 
This increases the great
benefits we receive from

forests. Can you name some
ways that forests help us?

Forests help
clean air and
add oxygen

to the
atmosphere.

They hold soil
and improve
the quality 

of soil
resources.

Plants and soil
in forests

collect and
store rain water.
Water that passes
through layers

of soil in forests
is cleaned by the

process of
percolation.

Forests
provide habitat

for wildlife.
Habitat is the

area that
provides food,
water, shelter,

and space
for animals

to live.

Some
people
don’t
like

cutting
any

trees.

Forests need care to stay
healthy. That sometimes

includes removing material
with little value to people

and wildlife. Today’s
foresters are trained to
manage forests to keep

them healthy, while providing
the important forest
products we all need.

We’ve found
that not only
can we use

forest
resources so
they continue

to provide
their riches,
but also that
forests need
that care to
stay healthy!

We all use
products
that come

from
forests.

And we all
benefit

from how
forests

improve our
environment.

We need
to keep
forests
healthy

so we can
enjoy
those

benefits
in the

future.

What is that
golden box
doing here?

Why don’t you
look inside?

Treasure?
What

treasure?

Alright!
I love a
mystery!

Maybe we’ll find
out more later

in our trip.
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It’s a new
design.

We’ll learn
more

about it
during

our trip.

I’ve never
seen this
kind of
plane

before.

We’ll travel
to different

forests
across the

country!

We’re
ready for
the next
stop on
our trip.

Forests are
complex

communities
of trees,

other plants,
and animals.

Forests are
some of the

United States’
most valuable
resources.

Forests are vital for
our quality of life.

They improve air quality
around living areas.

They give us quiet places
to enjoy nature, where

we can pause and reflect
during our busy lives.

They collect, clean,
and store water for
use by urban areas.

But forests need to be
managed so they stay

healthy. To learn more,
let’s meet Mr. Chee

and Ms. Taylor.

Welcome to
our western

forest!

You’ll see how
we’re renewing
the forest that
surrounds our

community.

A healthy forest
reduces the risk
of fire damage to

our town.
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When fires start in neglected
forests like this, fuel ladders let
fire climb into the tops of trees.

These intense wildfires can rage out
of control, destroying forests and

threatening people and homes. 

I learned that forest management
including careful thinning, not only helps
maintain the health of forest trees, but it

also improves the habitat for wildlife.

For years people
have put out natural

wildfires and
allowed brush and

small trees to
grow thick here.

This creates a
ladder of fuel
from the floor
to the top of
the forest.

My science project studied
forest communities and

how to keep them healthy.

As part of the forest renewal, we’re
removing brush and many small or Dead

trees that create a ladder of fuel.

Many of these trees
have been infested by

destructive insects. By
removing them, we can

prevent them from
infecting healthy trees.
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To gain riches
You can share,

Look beneath the
Big Green Bear.

To gain riches
You can share,

Look beneath the
Big Green Bear.

We try to use as
much of what we

remove as possible.
Much of the larger
timber can be used. 

In the past, a lot
of woody biomass
like this was not
used effectively.

But not today!

We’re learning many valuable uses for
woody biomass. And we need to

develop new methods to effectively
use this forest resource. Then we
will have strong reasons and good

rewards for keeping forests healthy!

Here is an
experimental

electric power
plant. It is
fueled by

woody biomass
from the

surrounding
forest. 

My science project
explored ways to

generate electricity
using woody biomass.
Some communities Can
generate power from

their own healthy
forests. 

We completed the
renewal process on

this section of forest
several years ago. We’ve

had fewer wildfires
here, and the ones that
did break out were less
intense and more easily

controlled.

See how
healthy the
trees look?
And wildlife

here has
become
more

numerous
and diverse.

Hey look! A circle
of pine trees!

Just like
the clue

said!

There’s
another
gold box

inside!

Huh? Big
green bear?

another clue!

How are we
supposed to

find that?
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So
you’re

on some
kind of

treasure
hunt?

Yes, but
we don’t

even
know
what
we’re

looking
for!

Sometimes
treasure

is so
close you
might not

see it.
Enjoy

your trip!

Now we’ll 
head to the

southeast. We’ll
meet Mr. Volks.
He helps manage
a large forest

plantation.

I’m so glad you came to
visit. I enjoy sharing how we
keep our forests healthy.
Do you know why forests
are special resources?

They are
truly

renewable
resources.

That’s right. We manage
this forest with a 30
year plan for planting

and harvesting. We
plant coniferous trees
in rows. As the trees
grow, every other row

is harvested. 

That woody
biomass is

used to make
pulp, the thick
liquid that is
pressed to
form paper
products. 

We’re also finding ways to use woody
biomass to produce plastics that can

be molded into useful products.
Most plastic today is made from oil.
But woody biomass will become more
important as a source of plastics.

Harvesting in rows removes potential
fuel for fires. And the remaining

trees have room to grow larger. At
the end of their cycle, the large

trees are harvested for timber for
building products.

They keep
growing

and giving
us useful
products!

That’s right.
But forests
also give us
many other

benefits
besides

products.

When managed
well, they keep
producing and
stay healthy.

Forests
are amazing
resources!
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Where the light pointsAt the close of day, The key to your treasureWill surely lay.

Where the light pointsAt the close of day, The key to your treasureWill surely lay.

Growing forests remove carbon dioxide from
the atmosphere and add life-giving oxygen.
Many scientists think this can help keep our

climate stable and livable.

These vital benefits are
greatest in carefully

managed forests. When
forests are carelessly
removed, their benefits

disappear. When they are
allowed to become

overgrown and stagnant,
their benefits decrease.

We’re learning new ways to
keep forests productive

and healthy.

While much of the forests we manage
are coniferous crop trees, we maintain
areas of hardwood forests. Some of
these trees have real character, like

that old one we call “The Bear.”

The green
bear!

Excuse us,
Mr. Volks!

We’re on a
treasure

hunt!

Another
gold box!

with another
message!

The more we learn
about woody biomass,
the closer we get to

the treasure!

Let’s keep
going!

Farewell! Think about
the future of forests.
Remember, if you keep
them healthy, they will

keep giving to you!
Bye!

Thanks,
Mr. Volks!

We’re on our
way to a

forest in New
England. 

All right! My science
project surveyed

potential new uses for
forest resources.
This place has some
exciting programs.
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Does burning the wood emit a lot
of smoke into the air?This hopper automatically feeds the

wood chips into the furnace. The wood
chips provide steady and regular heat

at a lower cost than other fuels.

This central furnace produces
steam heat for the elementary,

middle, and high school buildings in
this complex. We fuel it with wood

chips made from woody biomass. We
get this from reducing fire danger

in our working forests. 

Correct! Forests are a renewable
resource we can raise right here at
home. We’re learning new ways to get
more from our forests. For example,
we’re learning how woody biomass can

provide many of our energy needs.

That’s right! We use energy for
almost every aspect of our lives –

electricity, heating, cooling,
transportation, and production of

food and goods. Safe energy
supplies are vital for our way of life.

Do you know why forests can be so
valuable as a source of energy?

They grow
abundantly right

within our country.

They are truly
renewable and
keep providing

energy.

Energy is the
force or potential

for producing
light, heat, power,

or work.

Great! Do you
know what
energy is?

Welcome! I’m Mr. Dahl. I
study how to get energy
from forests. Who feels

full of energy?

We do!

new furnaces are much more
efficient then wood burning stoves

or fireplaces. 
If scrubbing

devices are used
then nearly all of
the particles are
removed. What you

see is steam.
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Woody biomass will become more
important for producing heat. It

works especially well for groups of
buildings like schools and offices

that are heated by a central furnace.

Moving fuel
like oil and
coal adds a
lot to the
cost of
energy.

Local forests can
provide woody biomass
to supply energy for
heat, electricity, and
fuel for communities

right near them.

Communities across the country will
see real value in keeping local forest

resources healthy and growing.

This is an experimental electrical
generation plant. Scientists here

are studying how to use woody
biomass to generate electric power.

Wow! That will be
fantastic. There are
so many financial and
environmental costs
of using fuels from

sources that are
not renewable.

It will be great
to produce

power from a
renewable

resource within
our own
country!

Now I want to show you
young people a piece of

forested land that I own.
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The engine whose key
You hold in your hand
Is powered by treasure

Of this great land.

The engine whose key
You hold in your hand
Is powered by treasure

Of this great land.

This area of forest is scheduled for
thinning. These trees will provide

lumber for building homes. The woody
biomass from this land will help
provide heat for the schools.

This area of land was
Thinned several years
ago. Now it is growing
strong trees that will

provide more benefits in
the future. 

How do you
know how

to use your
forest
wisely?

I’ve worked closely with my state
forester and other local

conservation officials to plan and
carry out a stewardship plan for my

land. Any landowner who wants to
leave a legacy for future generations

should plan for the proper use of
forests in their care.

Look! “Where the
light points at the

end of the day!”

Just like
the clue

said!

Let’s
go see!

What is this key for?
Where is the treasure?

You’ll find out!
But now it’s time
to head home.

Finding new
sources of

energy is one
of today’s

most important
challenges.

That’s why we’re all
exploring the

potential of woody
biomass. It can

provide renewable,
clean, and affordable
sources of energy.



We’re even learning ways that
biomass can produce liquid fuels.

These bio-fuels can be used in engines
instead of petroleum products.  

Is that really
possible?

Sure! Let me show
you something.

That’s funny. I can’t find the key to
the airplane. Did anyone see a key?

Just this key we
found in the forest.

Hmm... Let’s try it.

It fits the
plane!

I don’t
get it!

Where’s the
treasure?

This plane on which we’ve been flying
all day is very special. It uses a new

fuel derived from woody biomass!

Wow!
Products

and
paper...

...heat,
electricity,

liquid
fuel...

Woody biomass
is the real

hidden
treasure!

We’re just
starting to
learn about

the potential
riches from
forests and

woody
biomass.

Everyone
should
learn
more
about

forests
in their
area. 

Keeping
forests healthy
and productive
through study,
planning, and

careful
management can
keep providing
us riches for
the future!



Plastic

Bio-fuel

Forest 

Energy

Timber

Woody Biomass

Renewable

Pulp

Wildfire

Habitat

Biomass

Percolation

ANSWERS:1.Forest  2.Renewable  3.Biomass  
4.Woody Biomass5.Habitat  6.Percolation  7.Wildfire
8.Timber  9.Pulp  10.Plastic  11.Energy  12.Bio-fuel

Read each sentence that describes forest resources and the products and services we
get from them. Draw a line from each sentence to the word or phrase it describes.

1.A community of living plants and animals
dominated by large trees.

2.The term that describes resources like
forests that can be used again and again.

3. Organic material we get from renewable
resources like crops and forests.

4. Material from forests that includes wood,
branches, leaves, needles, and other 
woody material.

5.A place that provides food, shelter, water,
and space for an animal to live.

6.The process by which water is cleaned
as it passes through layers of soil in forests.

7. Uncontrolled burning fed by dead wood
and ladders of fuels in forests.

8.Wood from forests that is used for
building products.

9.Thick liquid material made from wood
that is pressed into paper.

10. Moldable material that can be made of
compounds produced from woody biomass.

11.The power to produce work or heat
that is stored in woody biomass.

12. Liquid material derived from plants
that can power engines.

Woody
Words
Woody
Words
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What do I see when I look from above
On the forests I’ve studied and grown to love?

Habitat for animals to grow and live
Is one of the riches that forests give.

The lumber and furniture forests share
Help make homes for us and for those whom we care.

Paper from forests helps us share what we know.
As our knowledge increases, the forests still grow.

Fuel for heat and for engines of power
Comes from within the forests’ great bowers.

Peaceful places where we can reflect,
As the wonders of nature we learn to respect.

All of these treasures we’ll surely share
If for all our forests we wisely care.

         


